COMMUNICATIONS TO AND FROM GSAS

Fordham Email
GSAS considers electronic mail ("email") sent to and from a student’s Fordham University e-mail account as an official means of communicating important and time-sensitive GSAS-related information, such as notifications about funding and tuition scholarship applications. Students are responsible for checking and reading all of their Fordham emails, and GSAS will consider students to be in receipt of and informed of all email correspondence sent to their Fordham email accounts. Students who choose to forward their University emails to a non-University email system shall be solely responsible for any consequences arising from such forwarding arrangements, including any failure by the non-University system to deliver or retain University emails.

How GSAS Keeps You Connected
Webpages
GSAS Official Web Page
GSAS Facebook Fan Page
Graduate Student Association (GSA) Facebook Fan Page
GSAS Twitter
GSAS LinkedIn

Monthly Newsletter
Through our professional development initiative, GSAS Futures, GSAS sends monthly e-newsletters to update students on professional development opportunities, upcoming deadlines for internal and external grants, and other important announcements. Students who would like to be added to the monthly newsletter should send an email to gsasfutures@fordham.edu.

How to Reach GSAS (And Who Does What)
Please refer to the GSAS website’s "Contact Us" page, which provides all contact information and areas of responsibility for individual GSAS staff.